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Esports—competitive video gaming, particularly involving professional leagues, teams and players—
potentially faces an impending, although largely unexpected, crisis. 

As esports continues its meteoric growth, its antitrust exposure also grows. Protecting competitive free 
markets has shaped industries ranging from aviation to energy to communications. Soon, the competitive 
video game industry must address its own growing market share—either voluntarily or in the form of 
lawsuits and regulations imposed from the outside. Identifying and implementing proactive policies and 
carefully charting how to operate effectively within antitrust regulations is paramount to continuing 
esports’ success. 

Esports has grown largely by following the traditional sports’ playbook, including the creation of video game 
specific leagues, franchise teams and professional players. Like traditional sports, in addition to 
professional teams and players, esports’ success has resulted in the rise of high school and collegiate esports, 
and esports is increasingly becoming a viable career, one in which players often specialize in a not just a 
single genre, but a single game. 

Unlike traditional sports, however, esports faces an inherent and fundamental antitrust concern rooted in 
the fact that video game publishers enjoy intellectual property protections over almost all aspects of their 
games. These intellectual property rights allow the game publishers to control, and change, basic issues 
including who can play, how they can play, and how viewers watch. The command over the games provides 
an unparalleled ability to dictate almost all aspects of competitive video gaming. 
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The greater control game publishers exert over the leagues and tournaments, streamers, content creators 
and other esports participants, the harder it becomes for those not affiliated with the game publishers to 
participate in the affiliated markets, potentially offering competing games, content, tournaments or teams. 
Publisher-dominant leagues could therefore raise concerns of claims of reduced competition. Awareness of 
the antitrust laws and proper planning offers the most logical and accessible strategy for addressing 
competitive concerns without drastically altering the framework that has led to the success of esports or 
otherwise stifling the development of future games or leagues. 

For example, esports’ current control and operational advantages could be points of antitrust concern. The 
degree to which a game publisher controls access to its intellectual property may create barriers to entry, 
which might limit entrants by competitors at various levels of the market. Further, teams and players 
operate under agreements with, or at the discretion of, the game publishers and may have little recourse if 
their agreements are terminated for violating rules, user license terms, or user agreements. 

As per the terms of many of the current licenses in the market, game publishers have the power to ban, and 
already have banned, players and their teams from playing and competing in their games for conduct the 
players engaged in sometimes years ago—often before they joined the team now being banned. The team 
owners, who have usually invested thousands or millions of dollars in their teams, have little recourse 
beyond requesting that the game publisher who issued the ban reconsider. Game publishers similarly 
control who can broadcast and distribute tournaments involving their games and how and where they can 
be broadcast and distributed. 

In the context of traditional “stick and ball” sports, the United States Supreme Court has held that the 
relevant market for antitrust analysis can be as discrete as a single sport, and that an entity that controls 
the broadcast of that sport has sufficient market power to support antitrust violations under certain 
circumstances.  For this reason, among others, leagues have obtained limited scope antitrust exemptions to 
address specific antitrust concerns, and otherwise creatively structured their businesses within the scope of 
the antitrust laws. A similar analysis may very well apply to game publishers, who have control over their 
games, their broadcast and distribution, and the ancillary content flowing from the games. Rather than 
treating esports as a collective, antitrust plaintiffs and regulators will likely assert that the game publishers’ 
control over each game establishes a sufficiently definite and dominant antitrust market for each individual 
game. 

Faced with lawsuits and potential regulations, game publishers will likely respond by arguing that their 
actions fall within the scope of their legitimate rights to manage and control their intellectual property. The 
success of these yet-untested arguments is far from certain. In each instance, the antitrust analysis will 
focus on whether the scope of the intellectual property protection is sufficiently strong so as to protect 
behavior through the entire market. Stated differently, are the intellectual property rights so pervasive that 
it affords the game publisher control of every aspect of the game it produces downstream, from 
tournaments, to streaming content, to other traditional “fair use” avenues?  This question, unfortunately, 
is largely subject to fact-intensive inquiries and legislation. 

Structures have consequences. As a result, the impact of those structures must be evaluated to ensure that 
the risk from any suits or inquiries can withstand antitrust scrutiny. If game publishers overreach, limiting 
competition to the detriment of the participants and fans, the publishers could face antitrust suits 
challenging their actions or new regulations by governmental agencies that do not participate in the market 
but, nonetheless, wish to control how it operates. 

Those in the esports ecosystem will be well-served to evaluate their antitrust exposure and proactively 
implement creative solutions to avoid, or at least mitigate, their risks—particularly those that would relax 
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intellectual property protections. Self-governance, guided by existing antitrust law, can protect existing 
esports interests while promoting competition without unnecessarily eroding existing intellectual property 
protections, and the antitrust laws provide latitude to develop varying solutions for each game and league. 

Failure to act, or at least understand how antitrust laws may impact the esports market, could result in the 
imposition of broad, third-party “solutions” that are poorly tailored to the industry’s diverse constituents, 
games, and needs.  As with any exposure, whether from litigation or regulation, preemptively working to 
craft the solutions mitigates risks, allows for more control, and results in a framework that can facilitate, 
rather than impair. Esports is growing and will continue to grow. Accordingly, it must consider and address 
how the antitrust laws apply to this new, burgeoning market. 
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